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Hello to the CCI community!  It
feels a bit strange to be writing a new
member profile as FirstOnSite is a past
member that is happily returning.  In
2018, I was lucky enough to take a
year away from my work life to wel-
come a new addition to my family,
when Archer McCutcheon was born
on January 8, 2018.  While he was a
bit of a surprise (not a girl as we had
been told), we couldn’t be more
thrilled.  
With my absence, my FirstOnSite

team made a decision to step back
from CCI for 2018, and man, it was a
hard year to not be in the office! Each
time we saw a windstorm or flooding
hit the area, I would think of those
who were likely affected by it and it
was a difficult reminder that I can’t do
everything. I am very proud of my
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FirstOnSite team and all of the long
hours and hard work that went into a
successful year.   
One huge difference since the last

time I participated with CCI locally is that
we now have two distinct chapters!
Congratulations to both Grand River and
Golden Horseshoe as they continue to
grow and develop their own unique per-
sonalities and preferences.   
While many of the faces are familiar,

there are also a number of new members
that I look forward to meeting and intro-
ducing FirstOnSite and our services to.  
While we are best known for our su-

perhero abilities after a flood has oc-
curred, my team is more than emergency
water mitigation:  we are the team that
understands how an emergency situation
is different in a condo.  Multiple stake-
holders and multiple insurance demands

create an environment that can easily
go sideways if not properly managed.
We are the team that ensures a fire is
cleaned up efficiently and the dam-
ages are contained.  We are the team
that you will want in the case of
trauma cleanup or vehicle impact.  My
Project Managers make me proud
every day with their professionalism,
knowledge, and empathy in a wide
variety of situations.  
Thank you to all the CCI members

who are familiar faces at the meet-
ings, and to those I don’t know yet,
please come say hello!  
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